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Scope and Coverage
Under the auspices of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, National Science Review is
a new journal aimed at reviewing cutting-edge developments across science and
technology in China and around the world. Initially published quarterly, the journal
will focus on topics of interest to the international science community, including
multi-national collaborations, global issues in scientific and technological
development, and their impact on society in general.
The journal covers all areas of the natural sciences, including physics and
mathematics, chemistry, life sciences, earth sciences, materials sciences, and
information sciences.

Kind of Information

National Science Review includes historical reviews, recent advances made by
scientists internationally as well as within China, and perspective for future
development. Comprehensive coverage of a specific research area with significant
research progress in China or internationally. Contents include an over view of major
advances in the field, extensive review articles, perspectives, research highlights, and
interviews with prominent scientists.
After selecting a particular issue, it can be seen that editorials information,
information about different subjects, review of specific topics are given on the site.
Article title, article history, publication details, DOI number etc are presented with
statics and diagrams. Full text is presented in HTML or in PDF format. Visitors can
download abstracts or citations or Full text of review articles after subscribing.

All the reviewed articles are stored in Archive & Current issue. The Archive of
online content contained archived from 2014 – 2016.

Articles prior to 1996 are not normally available via a current subscription. In order
to view content before this time, access to the Oxford Journals digital archive is
required. Alternatively, visitors may purchase short-term access on a Pay per Article
basis.
Special Features
 Different types of Jobs links are added with the website.
 For Authors, how to submit an article, instructions, author self-archiving
policies are given.
 Corporate Services like Advertising sales, Reprints & Supplements are added
to this site.
 Alerting Services that are given by National Science Review are ….Email
table of contents, CiteTrack, XML RSS Feed.

Arrangement Pattern

Archives are arranged year wise or volume wise decreasingly and then issue wise. In
each issue articles are arranged content wise. Current Issue is arranged content wise.

Remarks

National Science Review offers to know extensive reviews of the recent progress in
specific areas of science and also recent advances made by scientists.
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